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ABSTRACT  
!
!
Beethoven experienced an intense transitional decade from 1797 to 1807, a change that is 

reflected in his compositions. The first movement of his Pathétique Sonata (1797) represents the 

beginning of this transitional period, demonstrating the power of reason over emotional turmoil. 

This study will show the relationship between Beethoven’s health and his compositions, thus 

leading into the development of the Heiligenstadt Testament (1802), a note expressing his 

struggle with numerous illnesses five years after the Pathétique, highlighting a pivotal moment 

in his life in which personal turmoil was clearly evident. A short time later, Beethoven 

discovered a means of personal salvation through his Eroica Symphony (1804), where he 

realized that the act of composition was a gateway toward mental stability. This initiated his next 

piano sonata, Appassionata (1807), which can be understood as a kind of musical tragedy, 

suggesting that Beethoven appropriated this composition as a means of personal catharsis, in an 

Aristotelian sense. Similar to Pathétique, this study will analyze the first movement, while citing 

contemporaneous changes in Beethoven’s health. Through comparing the piano sonatas 

composed just before and soon after this period of severe personal turmoil during which 

Beethoven recognized the therapeutic potential in the act of composition, one can attest that 

music serves as both a reflection and a means of transformation for the human psyche. 

 

!

 

!  



 1 

INTRODUCTION 
!
 

Certain influences, specifically music, serving as a therapeutic escape, have been known 

to reflect and transform mentality, the uniqueness of a human’s thought process. For example, 

music therapy traces the relationship between music and the human psyche, showing uplifting 

results for those struggling with physical and/or mental illnesses. Rebecca McClary suggests that 

“music, as a conduit to the healing potential, involves the body kinesthetically through the 

physical act of making music. The physicality involved in making music provides an opportunity 

for blocked feelings to be released and gives access to repressed memories.”1 

 Music’s uplifting power manifests in some of the most profound music of the Western 

tradition, in particular that of Beethoven, whose family life as a young man was tumultuous. 

Beethoven’s father, Johann, invested much time into the young boy’s musical development, 

portraying himself as a devoted and supporting father. However, as Maynard Solomon reminds 

us “Johann naturally viewed the boy’s talents both as a potentially significant source of extra 

income and as a means of self-glorification: reports that he rejoiced in his son’s accomplishments 

indicate that he welcomed credit for having fathered such a being.”2 Despite Beethoven’s 

musical intuitions, Johann scolded him as a young boy often when hearing him exploring and 

messing around on the piano. The frequent, drunken insults forced him toward his mother’s 

affection. Although his mother’s care was far from acceptable, Beethoven had deep feelings for  

her.3 At age seventeen, Beethoven was forced into a parental role, withdrew from the world, and 

tried to provide financially for his family. His father, struggling with alcoholism and the death of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Rebecca McClary, “Healing The Psyche Through Music, Myth, and Ritual,” Psychology of Aesthetics, Creativity, 
and the Arts 1/3 (2007): 157. 
2 Maynard Solomon, Beethoven, 2nd ed (New York: Schirmer Books, 1998), 28. 
3 In fact, he expressed his affection toward his mother, Maria Magdalena, in his first of many letters. See Ludwig 
Beethoven, Alfred Christlieb Kalischer, Beethoven’s Letters (New York: Dover Publications, 1972), 2. 
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Maria, did not contribute to the family, and even though Beethoven was extremely frustrated, he 

saved Johann from arrest repeatedly by intervening with police. On top of this, Beethoven’s 

father and sister both passed away a few years later in 1792.  

 While stricken with financial and emotional stress, Beethoven regarded music as an 

escape. Solomon writes that, “the center of Beethoven’s fantasy life, however, was his music… 

School and friendship counted for little compared with the gratification and sense of 

accomplishment that he received from making music.”4 The beginning of his creative work 

began with the help of German composer Christian Gottlob Neefe (1748–98), who assisted 

Beethoven with his first compositions. This positive influence helped gear the musician’s 

creative abilities, preparing him for the musical landscape of Vienna. As a new Viennese pianist, 

Beethoven impressed Franz Joseph Haydn, undoubtedly the most famous living composer, with 

one of his cantatas. Although at this point the hopeful musician appeared to be on track for 

success, negative factors continued to impact his compositional output.  

After discussing literature reviews regarding Beethoven’s declining health, influences in 

Vienna, and sonata forms, two piano sonatas, written before and after the Heiligenstadt 

Testament, a suicide letter, will be analyzed. As we will see, his struggle with both physical and 

mental instability resulted in a transitional decade (1797–1807), in which his compositions 

demonstrate music’s capacity not only to reflect the human psyche but also to transform it.5  

 

 

 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Solomon, Beethoven, 27. 
5 C.G. Jung, Psychological Types (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1971). Through Carl Jung’s definition, 
the human psyche can be referred to as the totality off all mental processes.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

!
Beethoven’s Deteriorating Health: A Precursor to Personal Turmoil 

When studying how music transforms and reflects the human psyche, it is important to 

track Beethoven’s deteriorating physical and mental health prior to the Heiligenstadt Testament 

(1802), a letter in which Beethoven expresses his personal turmoil. Being commonly known as a 

genius composer who struggled with deafness, many are unaware of his other illnesses. These 

ailments, tracked through frequent letters to friends and family include, “gastrointestinal and 

psychiatric symptoms … respiratory, rheumatologic, and ophthalmologic symptoms.”6 

Beethoven’s letters up until 1802 supports the analysis of this transitional period that urged him 

into composing through emotional intent, making the act of composition a source of personal 

catharsis rather than a source of reason. Mai, McCabe, and Grant each display Beethoven’s 

physical and emotional struggles, as shown in his letters.  

 Between 1787 and 1801, Beethoven’s letters failed to mention any ailments, other than 

struggling with asthma, yet in 1801, the year before the Heiligenstadt Testament, he documents 

many ailments. Mai includes tables organized by gastrointestinal documentation, ENT (Ear, 

Nose, and Throat) issues, and psychiatric records. In June of 1801, a thirty-year-old Beethoven 

writes that he struggled with abdominal issues, involving violent diarrhea and colic. Many may 

question an adult male struggling with colic, but it was not a rare case during this time. 

Abdominal colic includes inflammation and pain that compelled Beethoven at one point to drink 

more alcohol in order to ease the pain. In the same letter, the musician explains that he suffered 

hearing issues for three years, hearing a buzzing noise consistently.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Francois Marten Mai, Diagnosing Genius: The Life and Death of Beethoven (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s 
University Press, 2007), 103. 
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Throughout the other 1801 letters, Beethoven kept exclaiming that his issues with 

deafness and intestinal problems interfered with composing. McCabe states that “Beethoven’s 

deafness, if we interpret the voluminous records correctly, was slowly and inexorably 

progressive. It began at about the age of 29, and Beethoven himself never took note of a single 

remission.”7 As these letters show the struggles through Beethoven’s own personal expression, 

they only skim the surface of what he was truly feeling on the inside. The Heiligenstadt 

Testament reveals Beethoven’s heightened psychological struggles, which resulted from his 

deafness. Grant explains that “at the time he was primarily a virtuoso pianist; a career which he 

had to abandon as his deafness got worse. Most of his music was written when his hearing was 

seriously impaired.”8 One could only imagine being forced to quit something so close to the 

heart. 

 Beethoven’s deteriorating health before the Heiligenstadt Testament, provides awareness 

in order to analyze how the act of composition became a means of personal release for 

Beethoven. Although his struggling health appears grave, there is a source of light through one 

of his most influential teachers in Vienna. The next literature review will demonstrate Haydn’s 

compositional assistance to Beethoven. 

 
Haydn: Influential Support in Vienna 

When researching Beethoven, many may question his compositional motivation and 

influences in Vienna that helped trigger his creative period before the Heiligenstadt Testament. 

This literature review is intended to illustrate the motivation behind Beethoven’s early 

compositional styles before transitioning to a more emotional kind of composition. Sisman, 

Ronge, and Solomon suggest that Haydn, one of Beethoven’s teachers, influenced his 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Brian F. McCabe, “Beethoven’s Deafness,” Annals of Otology, Rhinology & Laryngology 113/7 (2004): 192.  
8 Brian Grant, The Quiet Ear: Deafness in Literature (Boston: Faber and Faber, 1988), 71. 
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compositions greatly. This, however, was not because of wonderful teaching skills, but rather 

Beethoven’s desire to prove to Haydn that nobody could limit his creations. Although both 

Haydn’s and Mozart’s style can be heard in Beethoven’s compositions, it was rather, according 

to Sisman, “his imagination creating visions and images leading his inspiration and driving his 

attitude to succeed and remain as Vienna’s leading pianist.”9 

 Haydn’s influence was grand, not only because of his teachings, but because he was 

Beethoven’s first teacher in Vienna, from 1792 to early 1794. During this time Beethoven did 

not compose any new works, but rather edited old works and worked on counterpoint exercises 

with Haydn. Solomon states, 

[studying] with Haydn was to learn not merely textbook rules of counterpoint and part 
writing, but the principles of formal organization, the nature of sonata writing, the 
handling of tonal forces, the techniques by which dynamic contrasts could be achieved, 
the alternation of emotional moods consistent with artistic unity, thematic development, 
harmonic structure—in short, the whole range of ideas and techniques of the Classical 
style.10 

 
Haydn’s influence is undeniable, yet unfortunately there was significant friction between 

the two musicians. Haydn appeared to be envious of Beethoven’s talent, while Beethoven took 

secret lessons with Johann Schenk (1761–1830), fixing any possible counterpoint mistakes, 

agreeing not to disclose information with Haydn. Beethoven also expressed hostility regarding 

severe criticism for the third of his Opus 1 Trios, believing Haydn was trying to fence in his 

creativity. Even though their relationship appears mostly professional, and even rocky, Haydn 

and Beethoven still corresponded afterward, and honored one another compositionally. In 1795, 

Beethoven was a featured soloist at a Haydn concert; Solomon states that this was “a sign of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Elaine Sisman, “Pathos and Pathétique: Rhetorical Stance in Beethoven's Piano Sonata in C minor, Op.13,” in 
Beethoven Forum 3 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 1994), 84. 
10 Solomon, Beethoven, 93. 
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great favor by Haydn and an indication that he considered Beethoven his protégé.”11 Beethoven 

reciprocated by dedicating his set of three Piano Sonatas, Op. 2, to Haydn in 1796. The three 

authors suggest that Haydn’s credibility as a teacher was poor; however, it was partially Haydn’s 

connections to families of nobility that helped further the career of Beethoven. Ronge adds that 

“the actual goal of the lessons, as well as the thrust of Haydn’s and Beethoven’s shared artistic 

interests, surely lay in sophisticated free composition.”12  

So as Haydn’s influence of motivic development can be seen within Beethoven’s 

compositions, it appears that it was his envious and strict boundaries that triggered Beethoven’s 

motivation to continue composing. Solomon expresses that “viewed in the light of the conflict 

both of generations and of styles, it is not surprising that Haydn should have been unable to 

follow Beethoven beyond the limits of the Classical style that he himself had perfected.”13 

Beethoven, although receiving instruction, composed at a time of historical transition in which 

Classical and Romantic styles morphed, and it shows in his sonata forms. 

 
Sonata Forms: Beethoven’s Impact  

Through this literature review on sonata forms and Beethoven’s significance among them 

supports the analysis of both the Pathétique Sonata and Appassionata Sonata, written before and 

after the Heiligenstadt Testament, respectively. During this transitional decade (1796-1806), 

Beethoven realized that the act of composition could be used as a means of personal catharsis.  

 Being an intricate subject, yet a flexible traditional form, a simple way to explain sonata 

form is through an outline, adapted from Hepokoski and Darcy’s Sonata Theory (2006) 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Solomon, Beethoven, 99. 
12 Julia Ronge, “Beethoven’s Apprenticeship: Studies with Haydn, Albrechtsberger, and Salieri,” Journal of 
Musicological Research 32/2–3 (2013): 78. 
13 Solomon, Beethoven, 102. 
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Figure 1.0: Diagram adapted from Hepokoski and Darcy’s Sonata Theory. 

 
The typical sonata consists of the following three main sections: the Exposition, 

Development, and Recapitulation. An optional introduction is occasionally included, 

transitioning into the primary theme (P) of the piece. P establishes the I (one) chord of the key, 

meaning if the piece is in C major, the I chord is based off of C. The material first presented 

represents the piece’s overall mood or character. After established, as seen in Figure 1.0, P 

transitions (tr.) to the Medial Caesura (MC), modulating to V, the chord built off of the fifth note 

of that scale. From modulating to V, a sense of tension dissolves, leaving a center of solidity. As 

the piece modulates, in order to transition to the secondary theme (S), Figure 1.0 shows that there 

must be the presence of the Medial Caesura, a break in the music that is still centered around the 

dominant chord. S remains extremely important within the sonata because it contrasts P, 

releasing different emotions within the piece.  

At this point, there is no sense of the piece being finished, until reaching the Essential 

Expositional Closure (EEC), containing a Perfect Authentic Cadence, a progression of chords 

that direct a sense of closure or finality. “Changes of texture and rhythm occur at the point of 

departure from the tonic, at the arrival at the dominant, and at the confirming cadence.”14As seen 

in Figure 1.0, after reaching the EEC, the music proceeds to the Closing theme (C) of the first 

section, still in V, which concludes the Exposition. Charles Rosen helps explain the Exposition 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Charles Rosen. Sonata Forms (New York: W.W. Norton, 1980), 238. 
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by stating that, “the exposition presents the principal thematic material, establishes the tonic key 

and modulates to the dominant or to some other closely related key.”15 “The Exposition of a 

sonata form presents the thematic material and articulates the movement from tonic to dominant 

in various ways so that it takes on the character of a polarization or opposition.”16 

The next section is traditionally labeled the “Development,” in which the composer 

highlights their talent and is able to show off their abilities compositionally while modulating 

through different keys. “The word Development has two meanings, which partly overlap: it 

indicates both the ‘central’ section of a sonata, and a series of techniques of thematic 

transformation.”17 To create texture within the thematic transformation, a composer could 

generally create shorter, more broken up interludes or phrases, while including faster harmonic 

motion than the steady sections. At the end of the Development, the key moves back to the V, 

labeled the “retransition” (Retr.), heading straight into the last section, the Recapitulation, where 

the P is reintroduced in I, the home key. Rosen explains that, “the central section of a sonata 

form has two separate functions, development and retransition: the development intensifies the 

polarization and delays resolution; the retransition prepares the resolution.”18 

The Recapitulation is similar to the Exposition, but, it does not modulate to the V. Rosen 
clarifies,  
 

What must be emphasized first of all is that the form of the recapitulation is determined 
as much by the development section as by the exposition on which it is more obviously 
based. The greater the dramatic tension created by the development, the more elaborate 
the measures taken in the recapitulation to resolve the tension. The recapitulation may, to 
this end, continue the thematic development while resolving the harmonic tensions.19 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 Rosen, Sonata Forms, 1.  
16 Ibid., 229. 
17 Ibid., 262. 
18 Ibid., 262-263. 
19 Ibid., 284 
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Being nearly identical at times to the Exposition, the Recapitulation progresses through P, 

transitioning again into the MC, and then moving on to S, however, all in I, the home key. As 

Figure 1.0 shows, this then travels to the Essential Structural Closure (ESC). The ESC is 

equivalent to the EEC in the Exposition, remaining as an additional moment of resolution. After 

reaching the ESC, C is easily accomplished, sometimes introducing new material. Figure 1.0 

then shows the optional Coda, added to the end of the piece. Although similar to an introduction, 

the Coda can provide new themes and harmonic fluctuations that may have little to do with the 

section beforehand, yet “declare that we have left the various range of sonata forms behind, and 

that new forces are coming into play.”20 Swafford, Rosen, and Hatten verify how Beethoven took 

sonata forms to the next level, impacting them greatly. 

After touching base on the formulaic aspect of sonata forms, this literature review moves 

on by demonstrating Beethoven’s impact on sonata forms. Jan Swafford notions that “in the 

Romantic period of the nineteenth century, partly because of these connections to other artistic 

genres, sonata form and instrumental music in general came to be seen as subsuming literature, 

drama, poetry, even philosophy. That nineteenth-century exaltation of instrumental music 

started, above all, with Beethoven.”21 Charles Rosen states,  

In Haydn, everything comes from the theme, as the composer himself claimed: out of the 
character of the theme and its possibilities of development arises the shape of the musical 
discourse. Beethoven carried this a step further: the relation between large-scale structure 
and theme was equally intimate, but both were worked out together… He not only made 
sketches for the themes and individual passages, but for the work as a whole; the 
conception of the entire work took form gradually and influenced the details of the 
individual themes.22  

 
Not only did Beethoven take this part of Haydn’s compositional styles to the next step, he 

also composed some of the most profound pieces by using Haydn’s discovery of making themes 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 Rosen, Sonata Forms, 352. 
21 Jan Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph (New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2014), 940. 
22 Rosen, Sonata Forms, 177-178. 
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out of formulas of traditional accompaniment. He continued to take his compositions one step 

further than others, expanding sonata forms through increasing the length of each section. Robert 

Hatten states that, “traditional formal articulations have a properly dramatic function in sonata 

form conceived as a dramatic scheme. What Beethoven explores in his late style… are 

alternative sites of drama, often overriding or subverting the traditional structural sites of a 

conventional form.”23 Because of this, Beethoven was able to continue expanding sonata form, 

making the development section longer than any composer had accomplished before. This was 

extremely influential and motivational toward other composers yet provided a challenge to them 

for many years.  Rosen explains that “after Beethoven, the sonata was the vehicle of the sublime. 

It played the same role in music as the epic in poetry, and the large historical fresco in painting. 

The proof of craftsmanship was the fugue, but the proof of greatness was the sonata. Only 

through the sonata, it seemed, could the highest musical ambitions be realized.”24  

Within the next section, one of Beethoven’s greatest piano sonatas, the Pathétique 

Sonata, will demonstrate his formulaic compositional view during 1796, the beginning of the 

transitional decade, mentioned above, in which he realized that the act of composition could 

provide personal release, ultimately saving him from suicide.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 Robert S. Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes: Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2004), 51. 
24 Rosen, Sonata Forms, 366. 
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PATHÉTIQUE SONATA, OP. 13 IN C MINOR 

 
History of the “Powerful Allegro” 

As Beethoven continued to modify and expand the traditional practice of sonata forms, he 

composed one of his most famous piano sonatas, the Pathétique Sonata, in 1796. Maynard 

Solomon states that this piano sonata “was the most dynamically propulsive of Beethoven’s 

piano sonatas yet written, the first to utilize a slow, dramatic introduction, and the first whose 

movements are clearly and unmistakably linked through the use of related thematic material and 

flashbacks or reminiscences.”25 “The powerful Allegro that follows whips up a storm of 

excitement not heard before in Beethoven’s or any other composer’s piano sonatas.”26 The 

analysis of this piece will show that Beethoven’s compositions at the start of this transitional 

decade from 1797 to 1807, express music’s power of reason over emotional turmoil.  

! In 1790s Vienna there were more than 300 pianists competing against each other, all 

engaged in teaching piano to only the best of the 6,000 piano students that resided in the area. A 

big fear at this point in Beethoven’s life was that, because of the dense amount of  pianists in the 

area, others would try to copy his style and habits, and take credit. Beethoven also feared 

encountering with women. According to his first known crush in Vienna, Magdalena Willman, 

Beethoven was “ugly and half crazy,”27 proposing marriage to her before showing any affection 

or courting her. Beethoven was socially awkward, yet his musical abilities obviously made up for 

such opinions. Meanwhile, as discussed above, he struggled with serious illness in 1797, 

possibly typhus, enduring weeks of coughing, pain, and a fever, which stressed his nervous 

system. This did not stop Beethoven from composing, however. Swafford writes that, “in one 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 Solomon, Beethoven, 138. 
26 Barbara Hanning, Concise History of Western Music (New York: W.W. Norton, 2014), 373. 
27 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 202. 
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way and another, creatively and professionally, the ground was prepared for another piano sonata 

finished in 1798, the first work of Beethoven’s to bid for the term epochal. It was published the 

next year as the Op. 13, Grande Sonata Pathétique.”28 

 
Analysis of the Pathétique Sonata 

When analyzing the first movement of the Pathétique Sonata, Grave-Allegro, feel free to 

refer back to the sonata form diagram above, which highlights a sonata form’s formulaic aspects. 

Figure 1.0 below shows a formal analysis of the first movement of the Pathétique Sonata, a 

guide to refer to when analyzing this piece. As well as using this guide, please refer to the audio 

reference on page 48 in order to hear a performance of the movement.   

 

Figure 1.0: Formal analysis of the Pathétique Sonata. 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Measures 1-2 of the Pathétique Sonata. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 217. 
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As seen in Figure 1.1, the movement begins Grave, very slow or solemn. A Grave 

introduction within a piano sonata was unheard of; they usually introduced symphonies. This 

introduction portrays anguish through the dramatic slowness and the descending half-step chords 

on the third beat as indicated in Figure 1.1 with the arrow. Swafford writes, “What seized the 

imagination of his contemporaries in the mournful harmonies of the Grave introduction is that 

sense of intimate pain. The opening passage flows into a rising, hopeful song, the essential 

dramatic narrative of the Pathétique: varying responses to melancholy.”29 It portrays a motive 

that struggles and collapses while a relentlessly descending bass line drops into the abyss of the 

piano. At this point one must remember that although this is a rare introduction for a piano 

sonata, Beethoven does not discard traditional form or familiar modes of representing sadness.  

As expected, the Exposition follows the introduction, announcing the primary theme of 

the piece, seen in Figure 1.2. Immediately, P expresses a desire to resist and overcome the 

introduction’s grief. Swafford writes, “then erupts the furious, relentless Allegro di molto e con 

brio. From that point there is no break in the surging energy, except that twice, in the middle and 

near the end, the music of the Grave interrupts.”30  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: The primary theme of the Pathétique Sonata, measures 11-18. 

 
As the primary theme continues, as shown in Figure 1.3, it transitions to the dominant, 

concluding the MC. This MC perfectly transitions to S of the Exposition, in Eb minor, an 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 218. 
30 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 218. 
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atypical key, as one would be expecting Eb major. S, as seen in Figure 1.4, portrays an 

embellished version of the struggle motive found in the introduction of this piece, flowing into a 

Perfect Authentic Cadence that leads to the EEC, portrayed in Figure 1.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Measures 34-49 of the Pathétique Sonata indicating the start of the transition 
and the medial caesura. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Measures 49-64 of the Pathétique Sonata, indicating the start of the second 
theme. 

Transition  

Medial Caesura  
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After the EEC, the piece flies through closing passage work, highlighting P that then 

transitions to chords that give a sense of finality; however, the final chord after repeating the 

exposition does the complete opposite. The final chord leads into the first appearance of the 

Grave introduction material that Beethoven plants right before the Development section, 

recalling the movement’s initial struggle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Measures 81-100 of the Pathétique Sonata, highlighting the perfect authentic 
cadence, leading into the essential expositional closure. 

 

The Development is relatively short compared to his later works. It suggests a climbing 

motive as shown in Figure 1.6. This climbing motive confronts the struggle motive that is 

extremely similar to the struggle motive from the Grave introduction. However, this new 

struggle motive does not contain dotted rhythms. Figure 1.7 shows the difference between the 

two struggle motives. Found within the Development, the struggle motive is now more operatic 

Perfect Authentic Cadence 

Essential Expositional Closure 
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and pleading, compared to the alternative sharp and painful motive found in the introduction. 

The end of the Development then leads into the Recapitulation, recalling earlier keys. The Coda 

suggests that there is only a distant memory of the struggle motive as the Grave introduction 

reappears but this time without forceful downbeats and large dynamic contrasts. Then, as one 

feels more at peace, P reemerges, where the resolution of the first movement of the Pathétique 

Sonata takes place as seen in Figure 1.8.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6: Measures 137-149 of the Pathétique Sonata, highlighting the climbing motive 
followed by the struggle motive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7: A comparison between the struggle motive in the Introduction, and the other 
in the Development of the Pathétique Sonata.  

Struggle motive found in the 
introduction with dotted 
rhythm 

Struggle motive in 
development  

Climbing 

Struggle 
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Figure 1.8: Measures 295-310: Reemergence of P at the end of the Pathétique Sonata. 

 
The analysis of Beethoven’s Pathétique Sonata, Grave-Allegro, merely shows that the 

music expresses reason’s influence over emotional turmoil. This analysis demonstrates the power 

of reason through Beethoven’s use of the traditional sonata form and modifying motives 

throughout the piece. The piece is still emotional, yet he uses the right set of compositional skills 

to project different emotions. Beethoven, at this time, was not aware of the power between the 

act of composition and personal catharsis.  Swafford supports this by stating,  

The Pathetique made an immediate and enduring sensation. Played in parlors and private 
halls, it helped carry its composer’s name around Europe. It would endure as the first 
fully formed avatar of the tension and dynamism Beethoven found in C minor. Still, for 
him there was no epiphany, no sense that at the time he said, Eureka! This is who I am. 
For the time being, this voice would be one of several Beethoven wielded—some current, 
some prophetic, some backward-looking. And he never entirely stopped looking 
backward for inspiration and instruction.31  

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 219. 
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After the Pathétique Sonata was composed in 1797, Beethoven’s hopes and hearing 

began to diminish further, leading to the Heiligenstadt Testament.  
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COMPOSITION TOWARD PERSONAL SALVATION 

 
The Heiligenstadt Testament: Evidence of Personal Turmoil 

As the Pathétique Sonata demonstrates music’s power of reason over adversity, 

Beethoven’s regard for the act of composition soon changed completely, as evidenced through a 

special document known as the Heiligenstadt Testament. On the outside, his life appeared 

successful in 1801, when professional opportunities abounded. Unfortunately, Beethoven’s 

mental and physical struggles with depression, illnesses, and worsening deafness, “were 

converging to generate a crisis of major proportions.”32 During this time, Beethoven’s trusted 

physician, Dr. Schmidt, suggested that he withdraw to a secluded, more rural setting, thus 

leading him to settle in the village of Heiligenstadt, located a few miles north of Vienna.  

 Beethoven, being alone for close to six months, wrote the Heiligenstadt Testament, dated 

October 6 and 10 of 1802, addressed to his brothers Carl and Nikolaus Johan. It stands out 

compared to Beethoven’s previous letters written by Beethoven not just because he mentions 

suicide, but also because he had drafted and rewritten it, suggesting that it was intended to as a 

legal will, perhaps even for the whole world to see. Indeed, unlike Beethoven’s other letters, 

which are written in a scribbled, hurried hand, the Heiligenstadt Testament is unusual in its 

legibility. 

In it, he writes, “I have been hopelessly afflicted, made worse by senseless physicians, 

from year to year deceived with hopes of improvement, finally compelled to face the prospect of 

a lasting malady (whose cure will take years or, perhaps, be impossible).”33 At this point in the 

letter, Beethoven gives a sense of hopelessness toward finding a decent doctor that could cure his 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 Solomon, Beethoven, 145. 
33 Ludwig Van Beethoven and Alfred Christlieb Kalischer, Beethoven’s Letters (New York: Dover Publications, 
1972), 38. 
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constant illnesses and worsening deafness. Further on, Beethoven writes, “My misfortune is 

doubly painful to me because I am bound to be misunderstood; for me there can be no relaxation 

with my fellow men, no refined conversations, no mutual exchange of ideas.”34 Not only does 

Beethoven struggle with sickness and deafness, he is also emotionally traumatized because 

society cannot understand that his deafness prohibits a normal conversation, a free exchange of 

ideas. This passage also highlights that the letter could be intended for not just his brothers, but 

for the whole world to see, in hopes for much sympathy. He adds to this by writing,  

But what a humiliation for me when someone standing next to me heard a flute in the 
distance and I heard nothing, or someone heard a shepherd singing and again I heard 
nothing. Such incidents drove me almost to despair; a little more of that and I would have 
ended my life—it was only my art that held me back.35 

 
Although it seems that Beethoven’s letter could not get any worse, the musician mentions 

that with his worsening deafness, he was on the edge of committing suicide, writing, “Thanks to 

[virtue] and to my art, I did not end my life by suicide.”36 Through this powerful statement, any 

outsiders might thus realize that, to Beethoven, music is life, his singular sustaining force. 

Solomon comments that, “the emotional tone of the Heiligenstadt Testament, the most striking 

confessional statement in the biography of Beethoven, is curiously uneven, alternating between 

touching expressions of Beethoven’s feelings of despair at his encroaching deafness and stilted, 

even literary formulations emphasizing his adherence to virtue.”37  Beethoven, in this redrafted 

letter, was very concise in expressing how art and his virtue ultimately prevented him from 

ending his life. Ironically, he did not send the letter to his brothers at all. Suchet states that “he 

not only hid it in his bag in Heiligenstadt, he hid it when he returned to Vienna, and kept it with 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 Ludwig Van Beethoven and Alfred Christlieb Kalischer, Beethoven’s Letters, 38. 
35 Ibid., 39. 
36 Ibid., 39. 
37 Solomon, Beethoven, 154. 
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him, hidden, for the rest of his life.”38 Beethoven acted as if nothing ever happened, and returned 

to Vienna, returned to work, his life now changed completely. Swafford states,  

In all this may lie one fundamental aspect of the stupendous level of creativity he was 
about to launch into. The crisis of October 1802 confirmed that now Beethoven’s life was 
composing and nothing else. Another element had to do with despair. The reality of being 
an artist, for most artists, is that it must be on the order of a life-and-death matter or it 
will not succeed at the highest level a given creator can achieve, whatever that may be. 
An artist needs to cling to art like a survivor clings to a spar in the middle of an ocean.39 
 
Because of this life or death situation in Beethoven’s crisis of 1802, the desperate 

musician sought help through his compositions. So in June of 1803, he rented three rooms in a 

house near Heiligenstadt, seeking solitude, and composed the Eroica Symphony, a piece that 

represents Beethoven’s personal salvation through art—his own heroic struggle, and triumph, 

against adversity.  

 
The Eroica Symphony 

 During his seclusion, Beethoven found personal salvation within this new composition. 

He settled on the subject, Napoleon Bonaparte, the man who promised to bring peace to Europe 

and bring an end to ancient tyrannies. Once labeled as the Bonaparte Symphony, it was 

eventually renamed the Eroica Symphony. So as Beethoven remained isolated in a small 

winegrower’s house, he began to work. Swafford writes,  

He spends hours lost in his raptus, improvising at the keyboard, ideas flowing from his 
fingers into sound, sketchbook on a table beside him to fix the sounds before they are 
gone. As he writes out the sketches he drums the beat with his hands and feet, cursing the 
notes for their recalcitrance. [emphasis mine]40 For Beethoven composing is a process 
physical as well as mental; his whole body is involved in it.41  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38 John Suchet, Beethoven: The Man Revealed (New York: Grove Press, 2012), 15. 
39 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 307. 
40 Ibid., 335.  
41 Ibid. 
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The physicality of composition proved beneficial for him because it was a way to not only 

release his frustrations mentally, but also tangibly. As Beethoven partook in a new compositional 

experience, he realized that the act of composition could be used as a mode of personal catharsis. 

Of the Eroica, Burnham states that, “Beethoven’s first movement is thus expressive of an almost 

universally accessible psychological process: a dangerous yet necessary exploration of some 

unconscious aspect of the psyche is followed by a tremendous sense of reintegration and 

affirmation.”42  

 Before examining the first movement of Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony, Figure 2.0 

shows the grand scale of this symphony. This one figure contains twelve of the total 691 

measures for just the first movement, including no fewer than twelve instruments. Because of its 

sheer scale, as shown below, figures from Franz Listz’s43 piano solo reduction44 of the Eroica 

Symphony will be shown. The purpose of analyzing the Eroica Symphony is to focus on the 

heroic and personally moving elements, as demonstrated by P’s transformations. “Surely no 

other Beethoven symphony, not even the Fifth or the Ninth, has evoked a wider flood of 

commentary—whether historical, analytical, or broadly interpretive—than the Eroica. In the 

vein of biography one could fill an anthology with variants on the thesis, by now the most 

obvious of commonplaces, that this symphony marks a decisive turning point in Beethoven’s 

development.”45  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 Scott G. Burnham, Beethoven Hero (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1995), 23. 
43 Franz Listz, a Hungarian composer, was born in 1811, during Beethoven’s later years, and became one of the 
greatest pianists of the nineteenth century.  
44 A reduction for piano solo consists of a transcription of a score, in this case, an orchestral score. In most cases, the 
score becomes somewhat simplified in order to fit the context of a piano solo piece.   
45 Lewis Lockwood, Beethoven: Studies in the Creative Process (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1992), 
118. 
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Figure 2.0: Eroica Symphony score measures 1-12.46 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46 Symphony No.  3 in Eb Major by Ludwig Van Beethoven, Dover Publications, downloaded from imslp.org. 
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Analysis of the Eroica  

 Before analyzing the first theme, Figure 2.1 shows the formal analysis of the first 

movement of the Eroica Symphony. In addition to referring to this figure, an audio reference  

given on page 48 will help as well in order to grasp the material visually and audibly. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Formal analysis of the first movement of the Eroica Symphony. 

 
 While keeping Figure 2.1 in mind, the Exposition begins with an unusual primary theme 

appearing in the cellos rather than the typical violins.  Figure 2.2 shows the simple, yet powerful 

melody of this primary motive, also known as the heroic motive, which represents a naïve 

character through the simplicity and youthfulness of both the melody and the accompaniment. P 

is also unusual because of its resolution down a half-step to a C#, shown by the bottom arrow of 

Figure 2.2. Burnham states that “moments of tonal vacillation, such as the C# at bar 7… are 

associated with shadows and mists—things that hide the light of the sun (and the rising of the 

hero).”47 Beethoven passes this primary motive throughout the orchestra, creating a conversation 

between the winds and the strings. Further on, he then depicts the theme’s struggle through 

metric ambiguity. Up until this point, the symphony projects a strong waltz-like feeling. Figure 

2.3 highlights the metric ambiguity, grouping beats by twos rather than threes, signifying that the 

primary motive, a naïve, yet changing character is now faltering. The top row of this table for 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47 Burnham, Beethoven Hero, 5. 
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Figure 2.3 concurs with an attack that occurs every two beats, while each 1 in the bottom row 

coincides with the strong beat in the given meter of three beats per measure. The rhythm heard at 

this point clashes with what we expect.  As stated earlier, at the beginning of the symphony, a 

traditional three-beat feel was given. At this point, this metric ambiguity can be seen as an 

obstacle within the naïve character found in the primary theme. This struggle then builds back 

into P, as shown in Figure 2.4, highlighting a dramatic change. The theme that once portrayed a 

youthful, naïve character, now can be seen as a more heroic character through doubling the 

motive in octaves while adding more rhythmic activity in the accompaniment. 

At this point, measure 45 marks the beginning of transitional material based off of 

motives that have already been presented. Beethoven continues to present new thematic material 

within the transition. S is also unusual in terms of a typical secondary theme because Beethoven 

chooses not to develop it. He presents it and then moves on to another struggling motive that 

once again highlights two beats over the three beats per measure. Tension continues to build and 

morph, reaching the EEC in measure 144, in Bb major as shown in Figure 2.5. Instead of leading 

into a closing theme, the material presented after the EEC, Beethoven begins to modulate 

directly into the Development.  

Soon within the Development, Beethoven reintegrates P, presenting the more heroic 

character through pairing the primary motive with the basses as seen in Figure 2.6. On top of this 

is frenzied activity within the violin section that adds tension and impatience as shown within the 

top arrow of Figure 2.6. Within this section of the form, Beethoven reintegrates themes found 

throughout the piece. Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 show the following three different themes within 

the Development: snake-like theme, pounding theme, and a theme of defeat.  
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Figure 2.2: Listz’s piano reduction48 of the Eroica Symphony, measures 1-8 : Primary 
theme found in cellos labeled on the lower staff. 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2.3: Metric ambiguity found within measures 23-35 of Liszt’s piano solo 
reduction. 

  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48Liszt, Franz, Jóse Vianna da Motta Edition, Retrieved from imslp.org.  

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 

2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 
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Figure 2.4: Beethoven presents a more heroic primary motive after a moment of 
struggling material, measures 36-45. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: EEC, measures 140-151. 

 

 

                    More heroic primary motive 
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Figure 2.6: Primary theme in Development, measures 393-404. 

 

Figure 2.7: Snake-like theme, Measures 218-223. 

 

Figure 2.8: Pound theme, metric ambiguity, Measures 246-258. 
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Figure 2.9: Defeat theme, measures 271-279. 

 
As the Development progresses, after a theme of defeat, Beethoven throws in a beat of 

silence, marking a significant point within the music, relieving the consistent building tension. 

He also adds an unusual element right after this: a brand new theme, as both can be seen in 

Figure 2.10. Charles Rosen states that, “there are many examples of new material introduced in 

the development section; Beethoven’s Eroica is the most famous example, although here the new 

material is related to the main theme.”49  

 

Figure 2.10: New theme found in the Development.  

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49 Rosen, Sonata Forms, 275. 
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This new theme highlights a moment of sorrow and weariness, after the heroic character 

experienced defeat, as seen in measures 276-280.  

 The Recapitulation results with the primary theme being presented through a lone French 

horn, yet instead of resolving down to the C#, as it does in measure 7, it stays high on the Bb. 

Figure 2.11 shows the comparison between the heroic motive from the exposition to the 

recapitulation. Because of not moving to the C#, staying high gives a sense of accomplishment 

toward the heroic character. Unfortunately, this triumph is short lived as the accompaniment 

takes over quickly, P then resorting almost back to its original state. However, as the 

Recapitulation recalls earlier passages and keys, there remains an emergence of optimism and 

heroism through harmonic resolution. 

 

 

Figure 2.11: Comparison between the primary theme before and after the Development. 

 
The Recapitulation continues to travel through familiar subjects leading to the Coda. As 

the Coda begins, the heroic motive is reintroduced, along with motives that were once presented 

within the development. A moment of surprise is given as Beethoven without gradual 
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modulation, changes the key Eb major to Db major. Tension mounts as frantic activity is passed 

along through different instruments, yet the tension still manages to release a sense of positivity 

as the heroic motive repeats amongst the other commotion. The new theme found within the 

development is seen as well in the coda, and nonetheless, a lone French horn proclaims the 

heroic motive, growing bigger and bigger as instruments are added, reaching maximum triumph 

until achieving a fanfare ending, as seen in Figure 2.12. 

   

Figure 2.12: The end of the first movement of the Eroica Symphony. 

 
As the first movement of the Eroica Symphony ends, we find the once naïve heroic 

character that underwent many transformations, trials, and struggles, ending with triumph. 

“Within this familiar structure, the principal motive is treated like a character in a drama, 

portrayed as striving, being opposed and subdued but triumphing in the end.”50 “We start to 

understand the power of Beethoven’s heroic style as an expression of the conditions of selfhood. 

Of primary importance in this music’s projection of the experience of self-consciousness is its 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
50 Peter Burkholder, Norton Anthology of Western Music. 7th ed (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006), 336.  
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ability to enlist our identification, to make us experience its surging course as if it were our 

own.”51 

As Beethoven was able to keep the foundation of compositions of the Romantic era, 

while expressing music in new ways, this composition became his personal salvation as he 

realized the power of using his emotional turmoil within the act of composition. Swafford 

supports this through stating that, “It is unanswerable to what degree the sense of humanistic 

individualism in his mature music, in the heroic style and otherwise, was a conscious matter or 

simply Beethoven being Beethoven, an individual to the point of solipsism. That was who he 

was, and his music came out of who he was.”52 Burnham adds “It is primarily this movement 

that has been responsible for the stature of the Eroica, for its role as a turning point of music 

history.”53 He also adds that “Beethoven’s first movement is thus expressive of an almost 

universally accessible psychological process: a dangerous yet necessary exploration of some 

unconscious aspect of the psyche is followed by a tremendous sense of reintegration and 

affirmation.”54 As one will see, Beethoven continues to use the act of composition as a means of 

personal catharsis in his composition of the Appassionata Sonata. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51 Burnham, Beethoven Hero, 24. 
52 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 368. 
53 Burnham, Beethoven Hero, 4. 
54 Ibid., 23. 
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APPASSIONATA SONATA, OP. 57 IN F MINOR 

 
A New Compositional Experience  

 As Beethoven gained personal salvation through the Eroica Symphony, he continued to 

use the act of composition as a means of personal catharsis. In 1804, he became very ill and 

“when he recovered from the worst of it, he was left with a fever that lingered for months. He 

began to be attacked by abscesses in his jaw and finger, and a septic foot; eventually the finger 

problem nearly led to an amputation.”55 As 1805 came around, recurring fevers, abscesses, 

headaches, vomiting, diarrhea, and worsening deafness persisted, becoming a typical part of 

Beethoven’s life. In the midst of this, Beethoven contained a “boiling passion for Countess 

Josephine Deym.”56 Being a widowed woman with four children, Josephine welcomed 

Beethoven and at first admired him. Unfortunately, “Beethoven went at love the way he went at 

music, with implacable determination.”57 This determination amongst a possible budding 

relationship scared Josephine in the end because of “his utter self-absorption, his ugliness of face 

and unpleasant chronic ailments.”58 Around the same time, Beethoven composed the 

Appassionata Sonata which demonstrates a musical tragedy that represents Beethoven’s inner 

struggle, showing the power of the act of composition within his life. The first movement of the 

Appassionata Sonata’s analysis will support Beethoven’s use of the act of composition as a 

means of personal catharsis, after experiencing turmoil of 1802, compared to the Pathétique 

Sonata that expresses different. 

 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
55 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 383. 
56 Ibid., 402. 
57 Ibid. 
58 Ibid. 
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General Analysis  

 Before beginning detailed analyses, Figure 3.0 below shows the formal analysis for 

Beethoven’s Appassionata Sonata. In addition to this, please refer to the audio reference page on 

page 48 in order to hear a performance. 

 

Figure 3.0: Formal analysis of the Appassionata Sonata. 

 
The Appassionata Sonata does not begin with an introduction, rather with the double primary 

theme as shown below in Figure 3.1.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Primary theme of the Appassionata Sonata, Measures 1-9. 

 
P consists of two motives, the first, a dark, ominous motive entering the abyss of the piano 

before traveling back up into the second motive that offers a glimmer of hope. Already, this 
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piano sonata demonstrates a dramatic departure from previous works. The “first movement is 

involved in emptying out the texture with ominous silences, murmurs, pulsations with enigmatic 

wisps of gestures above and below.”59 Rosen states that this sonata is also a “cautious work in 

one important respect: the opening movement is almost rigidly symmetrical in spite of its 

violence, as if only the simplest and most unyielding of frames could contain such power.”60 

Beethoven continues to develop this theme by alternating different motives of it with ascending, 

heavy chords, triggering the transition, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Alternating motives within the Primary theme of the Appassionata Sonata, 
Measures 17-24. 

 

The transition leads to the MC and to S, shown in Figure 3.3, which contrasts P with a serene, 

encouraging feeling.  Although these themes contrast one another, both are extremely lyrical and 

moving.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
59 Ibid., 411. 
60 Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven (New York: W.W. Norton, 1997), 400. 
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Figure 3.3: Secondary theme, Measures 35-40. 

 
As S ends, Beethoven introduces yet another theme, an unusual aspect, however not 

uncommon when compared to the Eroica Symphony. This extra theme, shown in Figure 3.4, 

could be mistaken as transitional material, but rather exudes a sense of urgency and fury. As the 

EEC emerges, the closing material of the exposition leads directly into the development without 

a closing theme. The development begins as Beethoven diminishes the music back to P, however 

is given in a different key. Charles Rosen states that, “Beethoven extended classical harmonic 

language without violating its spirit.”61 As seen in Figure 3.4, the development resembles the 

exposition. This is because Beethoven wrote what is known as a rotational development, 

meaning the section travels through modules arranged similar to the exposition. Rosen also 

points out that “the first movement omits the repeat of the exposition and becomes a quasi-

strophic cycle, passing through four parallel but varied sections consisting of the exposition, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
61 Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, 400. 
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development, recapitulation, and coda.”62 Omitting the repeated Exposition is an unusual 

element in terms of a typical sonata. 

Throughout the sonata, instead of presenting new themes, Beethoven explores the 

primary theme, similarly to the changing theme of the Eroica Symphony, modulating 

throughout. He also highlights the extra theme yet again and continues to build and release 

tension. Charles Rosen elaborates that all of the sonata sections  

begin with the main theme; the recap follows the thematic pattern of the exposition with 
the minimum of alteration necessary to return the second group in the tonic; both the 
development and the coda conform to this pattern by playing the thematic material they 
select in the order set forth in the exposition; in addition, the development and the coda 
have very similar structures, except for the final Piu allegro at the end.63  

 
The Coda, beginning on measure 203, lasts almost sixty measures, and through this next section, 

one will be able to understand more about the Appassionata Sonata and the Coda’s length. 

 

Figure 3.4: Extra theme, measures 51-54. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
62 Lawrence Kramer, Beethoven Forum 6: Primitive Encounters: Beethoven’s “Tempest” Sonata, Musical Meaning, 
and Enlightenment Anthropology (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1998), 62. 
63 Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, 400. 
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The Appassionata Sonata as a Musical Tragedy  

The Appassionata Sonata can be viewed through the lens of Aristotelian tragedy, 

suggesting it was appropriated as a means of personal catharsis. Aristotle writes,  

Tragedy, then, is an imitation of an action that is serious, complete, and of a certain 
magnitude; in language embellished with each kind of artistic ornament, the several kinds 
being found in separate parts of the play; in the form of action, not of narrative; through 
pity and fear effecting the proper purgation of these emotion. By ‘language embellished,’ 
I mean language into which rhythm, ‘harmony,’ and song enter. By ‘the several kinds in 
separate parts,’ I mean, that some parts are rendered through the medium of verse alone, 
others again with the aid of song.64 

 
Eugene Garver supports this, writing,  
 

The catharsis of pity and fear is the specific tragic emotion, an experience that can be 
caused only by tragedies…Aristotle says in his psychology that if eyes had souls, vision 
would be the soul of the eye. A soul of a tragedy is what makes it live… Aristotle thinks 
that looking at tragedy will illuminate art in general; looking at plots will illuminate the 
essence of tragedy. In the Politics he shows how music imitates character, but because 
tragedy imitates actions, the plot is more important to tragedy’s proper effects than 
character.65  

 
By demonstrating this with the help of the Freytag’s Pyramid, a tool that maps the progress of a 

tragedy, insight will be gained that Beethoven used this composition as a gateway for mental 

stability. As well as using this tool, please refer to Figure 3.0 and the audio reference page to 

hear a performance. Ultimately, this musical tragedy can be used as a representation of 

Beethoven’s life.  

Figure 3.5 shows a reduction of the Freytag’s Pyramid, highlighting the large scale 

structure of the different keys while simultaneously showing where the desis, entanglement, and 

the lusis, unravelment, occur.  

 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
64 Aristotle, Poetics and Rhetoric (New York: Barnes &Noble Classics, 2005), 17. 
65 Eugene Garver, Introduction and Notes: Poetics and Rhetoric (New York: Barnes & Noble Classics, 2005), xxiii-
xxv. 
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Figure 3.5: Freytag’s Pyramid (adapted from Die Technik des Dramas [1863]). 

 
 The main key, F minor, could be seen as a protagonist.  As P transitions, the protagonist 

shows signs of struggle and an inner conflict while modulating to the major key of Ab. At this 

point, the “driving and demonic”66 key of Ab, marks the beginning of a period of pathos, sadness 

or suffering. As the protagonist transitions from struggling to suffering, the piece modulates, 

representing the struggle to overcome sadness. As this struggle to overcome entangles and 

transforms, within the development, Beethoven composes 

the greatest climax so far, and a stupendous one, unequalled in earlier piano music, I 
believe. It should lead to the tonic resolution of the recapitulation, but it does not. Refusal 
to resolve here is the stroke of genius in the work: we can see from the example that the 
recapitulation opens but the tonic resolution is withheld, the tension prolonged.67  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
66 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 411. 
67 Charles Rosen. Sonata Forms, 199.   
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To keep tension, Beethoven uses the I chord, but instead places scale degree 5 into the 

bass line of the chord. This climax, being in Db major marks the end of the desis, or the 

entanglement of the protagonist. As shown in Figure 3.5, the beginning of the lusis, or the 

unravelment, modulates back to F minor, however, Beethoven keeps the note C constantly within 

the bass line, keeping tension, as seen in Figure 3.6.   

 

Figure 3.6: Measures 144-149, Low C present in the bass line consistently. 

 
This marks an end to a period of pulling apart the entanglement that occurred earlier on. 

The music then modulates completely back into the home key of F minor, relieving tension that 

arose throughout the transformation of the protagonist’s suffering, and furthermore, inner 

conflict. This moment of returning to the home key signifies a breakthrough within the 

protagonist, overcoming the conflict that had once occurred. The lengthy coda then highlights 

material already presented, signifying that the protagonist just contains a distant memory of 

sadness. 
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As Freytag’s Pyramid supported that the Appassionata Sonata can be seen as a musical 

tragedy, “a tragic first movement,”68 and it can therefore also be used as a representation of 

Beethoven’s life, meaning the act if composition has transformed into a means of personal 

catharsis. Swafford elaborates, “the Appassionata is a story of voids, abysses, dashed hopes. In 

those years, in the middle of his all-but-superhuman productivity, holding at bay the gnawing 

miseries of his health and deafness and his frustrated love for Josephine Deym, incipient despair 

was Beethoven’s most intimate companion. But he had vowed to live for his art, and as long as 

his art ran strong he never contemplated breaking that vow. Now as with all artists, his own 

suffering became grist for the mill.”69 Because of the personal turmoil Beethoven experienced 

through a traumatic childhood, unrelenting illnesses, and denying romance, while also writing 

the Heiligenstadt Testament, Beethoven realized that using composition to channel his emotions 

while at the same time representing his frustrations of his life.  

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
68 Robert S. Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1994), 91. 
69 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 410-411. 
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MUSIC AND THE HUMAN PSYCHE 

!
Comparison between the Appassionata and the Pathetique Sonata 

Although both piano sonatas are emotionally moving, they are vastly different in terms of 

Beethoven’s compositional intentions. The Pathétique Sonata appeared approximately five years 

before the Heiligenstadt Testament. It represents a typical sonata form while reaching lengths 

never before seen in a piano sonata. New thematic material is introduced at appropriate times and 

the exposition and recapitulation resemble each other. The analysis of this piece was fairly 

straightforward and reflected a rational inner power of the self, overcoming struggle. Beethoven 

used familiar modes to exude particular emotions throughout the piece. The Pathétique Sonata 

demonstrates reason’s power over an emotionally committed piece. While struggling with 

illnesses during 1797, there was no evidence that Beethoven dealt with severe depression until 

five years later when he wrote the Heiligenstadt Testament. Right after that Beethoven realized 

that the act of composition could be used as a gateway toward mental stability. This lead to the 

Appassionata Sonata.  

The analysis provided a challenge because instead of the piece expressing reason and a 

clear sonata form, Beethoven almost blurred the form through developing the protagonist theme 

throughout the piece. He did not cultivate many new themes, but rather took the few from the 

exposition and developed them over time. This highlights the fact that the Appassionata Sonata, 

through the representation of the Freytag’s Pyramid, represents a musical tragedy. This musical 

tragedy tells the story of a protagonist that, in the beginning, showed signs of struggle. The 

struggle then turned into suffering before reaching a climax amongst the entanglement of the 

tragedy. The protagonist then tore apart and unraveled until the reaching a moment of discovery. 

Swafford states, “To discover new means of expression is to discover new territories of the 
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human. It seems that such an ideal, not revolution, was what Beethoven considered to be his task, 

his duty. He had always believed he had it in him to do something like that. The difference now 

was that he knew how to do it.”70  

  
The Power of Music 

! Beethoven’s transformational decade, lasting between 1797 and 1807, can be seen 

through the difference in his compositions written before and after a time of personal turmoil, 

demonstrating music’s capacity to not only reflect, but transform the human psyche. To clarify, 

Jung gives a definition of the human psyche. 

I have been compelled, in my investigations into the structure of the unconscious, to 
make a conceptual distinction between soul and psyche. By psyche I understand the 
totality of all psychic processes, conscious as well as unconscious. By soul, on the other 
hand, I understand a clearly demarcated functional complex that can best be described as 
a personality.71 

 
Jung explains that the psyche is the entirety of all mental processes, then clarifying that the 

human psyche “holds the balance”72 when “idea and thing come together.”73 Beethoven 

demonstrates such through the consistent “things” that emanate out of his ideas such as the 

Heiligenstadt Testament that originated from his suicidal thoughts and the Eroica Symphony 

created through an attempt to overcome suicidal thoughts. So the main question is of the 

following: How can music reflect or transform the human psyche?  

 In today’s world, “we are exposed to the vast influence of music that has little or no 

artistic value through various media today. We can conclude that in this way, in addition to 

spiritual collapse, we constantly endanger our health.”74 Because of a decrease and a lack in 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
70 Swafford, Beethoven: Anguish and Triumph, 369. 
71 Carl G. Jung, Psychological Types (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1971), 463. 
72 Ibid., 77. 
73 Ibid. 
74Sandra Ivanovic, “Influence of Music on Spiritual Development of Peoples,” Quality of Life 6/3-4 (2015): 98.  
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communication due to changing technology, the world forgets the power behind music and its 

escape from reality:  

The realm of music provides perhaps the most intense and universal source of spiritual 
joy, and recent research suggest that it may well improve cognitive skill too. For both the 
composition and the appreciation of music involve the emotions and the intellect of 
composer and listener. In an age when impersonal electronic communication is 
increasing, music represents soul-to-soul communion between composer and listener.75 

 
There have been many studies done between the relationship between the brain and 

music. A recent study between this relationship occurred in the midst of South Africans, “to 

measure the impact instrumental music had on the child’s self-esteem, optimism, sense of 

happiness, and perseverance.”76 Through this study, strong positive relationships were created 

between all participants and instrumental music, seeing a steady increase in levels all around. 

 So as Beethoven’s life came crashing around him, he had realized the gateway to mental 

stability through music rather than words. “Words can conceal feelings and may also feel too 

explicit, pinning down an emotion into a narrow band of meaning. In music it is safe to let one’s 

real feelings out; no specific content need be assigned to sound, and no one will be injured by the 

expression of an intense emotion.”77 Through the comparison of the Pathétique and 

Appassionata Sonata, composed before and after a time a personal turmoil, support is given 

through showing the therapeutic potential Beethoven found within the act of composition. This 

transitional decade of 1797-1807 demonstrates music’s power to reflect and transform the human 

psyche. 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
75 Howard Jones, “The Expression of Soul through Music and the Arts,” The Journal for Spiritual and 
Consciousness Studies: 87. 
76 Karenda Devroop, “The Social Emotional Impact of Instrumental Music Performance on Economically 
Disadvantaged South African Students,” Music Education Research 14/4 (2012): 407.  
77 Patricia Skar, “Music and Analysis: Contrapuntal Reflections,” Analytical Psychology (1997): 389. 
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AUDIO REFERENCES 

 
The audio examples below are intended to support the analysis of the Pathétique Sonata, 

Eroica Symphony, and the Appassionata Sonata. Each piece contains the hyperlink and the time 

that highlights major events within the sonata form.  

 
Audio Example for Pathétique Sonata 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqvBJc9IovI 
 
Grave introduction: 0-1:47 
Primary theme (Exposition opening): 1:48 
Transition: 2:06 
Secondary theme: 2:19 
Essential Expositional Closure: 2:47 
Closing theme: 3:05 
Development begins: 5:37 
Climbing vs Struggle motive (Figure 1.8): 5:37-5:47 
Recapitulation begins: 6:20 
Primary theme: 6:20 
Transition: 6:30 
Secondary theme: 6:40 
Essential Structural Closure: 7:05 
Closing theme: 7:22 
Coda: 7:42 to end 
 
 
Audio Example for Eroica Symphony  
 
1st half of video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHvztnHOWEQ 
2nd half of video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54WhugYCFag 
 
Primary theme: 0:03 
Transition: 0:50 
Secondary theme: 1:33 
Essential Expositional Closure: 5:49  
Development begins: 6:00 
Primary Theme: 6:34 
Snake Theme: 7:23 
Pound Theme: 7:52 
Defeat Theme: 8:32 
New Theme: 8:43 
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Recapitulation begins: 1:04 (2nd half of video)  
Primary theme: 1:04 
Transition: 2:00 
Secondary theme: 2:44 
Essential Structural Closure: 4:00 
Coda to end: 4:06-6:50 
 
 
Audio Example for the Appassionata Sonata 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QImFm4Y_QPM 
 
Primary theme: 0:00 
Transition: 1:10 
Secondary theme: 1:36 
Extra theme: 2:18 
Essential Expositional Closure: 2:40 
Development begins: 2:53 
Retransition: 5:31  
Recapitulation begins: 5:41  
Primary theme: 5:41 
Transition: 6:17 
Secondary theme: 7:17 
Extra theme: 7:58 
Essential Structural Closure: 8:20 
Coda to end: 8:32-10:07   
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